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Interwiews, rewiews, pictures, dirty talk and so on!!! 

Sluzk & Fuzk is a new fanzine, with their eyes on new 
experimental electronic and new wawe music!!!!!!!!!!! 

Featured in this issue: Blue Mathue, Data-Bank-A, Holy Toy, 
Cultivated Bimbo, Technoquake, Elegant Machinery, The Shamen, 
G.G.F.H., ?????,Minister of Noise, Blackhouse, In Absentia, a.o. 

11 If men were more machines than men, and machines were more 
men than machine, we would all be a man-machine! And we would 
have a dream world for techno music?!" 

ELECTRONIC BEAT 
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Well, where do I begin when I am supposed to write an editorial 
for the first issue of Sluzk & Fuzk Fanzine?? I don't know, but 
why not get straight to it? First of all, I would like to thank 
all the people who have been so willing to send their stuff to 
me, even if I hadn't released any mag yet! Here you have it any
way, and I hope that you are satisfied with your rewiews! ! 
In the next issue that will be out in August, there will be more 
interwiews and consert rewiews, I can promise you that!! 
I . will also try to get interwiews with some record company owners, 
and I will try to get their view on the techno/EBM scene. 
If you have flyers, records, demos, fanzines or anything else that 
you want me to write about, please write to me and send all the 
information that you have got, and I will do my best, OK? 
I am trying to be fair in my reviews, but you must understand 
that the reviews are based on my personal taste and opinion, so 
don't use my reviews as a bible, just as an opinion in the large 
scene of EBM and thecno that we are experiencing these days!! 

Stay in touch, and enjoy the fanzine!!!! 

Per Aksel Lundgreen, Sarpsborg, April 91' 

E D I T O R 

Special thanx to: ANTLER SUBWAY RECORDS, In Absentia, Panorama Ree., 
Electronic Beat Association, Peaceville Records, 
Jonny, Warrior Records, ZTT Records, WEA (UK), 
Dreamtime Records, One Little Indian Records, 
Shamen Fanclub, IRRE-Tapes, Matthias Lang, 
Abomination Music Production, Infected Dick Inc., 
Stephan Groth, Metalion, Stian Occultus, Thomas, 
Zone Magazine, Wax Trax Records, KK Records, 

WRITE TO: 

Slayer Mag, Sepulchural Noise, Splatter Zine, 
Unit.on Records, Tatra Records, Tormod Opedal, 
Andrew Szava-Kovats, K.O. City Studio, Data-Bank-A, 
Lust Of Splatter, Biffen, The Young Gods, Patrick 
Jammes, dBut, Stene, Agony, Body Records, Holy 
Toy, All the EBM people in Sarpsborg and Fredrik-
stad, Monica G,, and all that I have forgot ..... . 

S L U Z K & F U Z K F A N Z I N E 
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4 - Blue Mathue, the story of . . . . 

Not Tested 
on Animals 

5 - Cultivated Bimbo, the new heroes from Sweden! 

6 - Xl O, the new project of Marc Verhaegen from Klinik. 

9 - Elegant Machinery, new Swedish band with 80's sound!! 

10 - Data-Bank-A, the story of ... . . 

12 - Andrew Szava - Kovats interview! 

15 - Voltage Control, new 12 " ! ! 

16 - The Young Gods, playing Kurt Weill on new Mini-lp ! 

18 - NEWS!!! 

19 - Apoptygma Berzerk, Norway's first EBM band to be on vinyl!!! 

25 - Poesie Noire, the tourdates! ! 

26 - Vomito Negro, the tourdates! ! 

27 - Holy Toy, the legend in norwegian post - modern music!! 

29 - The Arch, new album!! 

30 - Vomito Negro and 400 Blows reviews ! ! 

31 In Absentia, review on the n ew danish synth-pop duo!!! 

32 - 808 State, G.G.F.H. and Th e Shamen reviews!!! 

33 - Technoquake and Minister of Noise reviews!!!! 

34 - A Split Second, Poesie Noire and Blackhouse reviews!! 

35 - Siegmar Friecke and L'Edar ps A Mo t h reviews!!! 

36 - Apoptygma Berzerk, Col l oseo a nd I mpostor reviews!!!! 

37 - ANTLER SUBWAY RECORDS , release schedule!!!!! 

INCLUDES THIS, AND MUCH MORE!!! FLYERS , INFORMATI ON AND PRES S 

LETTERS, FUNNY DRAWINGS AND ALL YOU EVER DREAM OF!!!!!!!!!!!! 
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Blue Mathue is(was) a norwegian synth-pop duo, and they split 
up several years ago. They were signed to the Uniton Records 
label, and their 12'' "Perfect Pictures" will always stand as 
one of the best synth-pop releases in Norway. The 12" "Perfect 
Pictures" (U 019) features 3 songs, "Perfect Pictures", "In our 
dream" and "The Vision" . 

The song "In our dream", is also featured on the Uniton Records 
sampler, "Burning the Midnight sun". This sampler also contain 
stuff by "De Press", "Holy Toy", "Fra Lippo Lippi", "Popol Vuh", 
"Bearburger", "Svart Klovn" and others, 10 tracks in total. 
(Great sampler by the way, must be checked out!! U 020) 

After their release of ''Perfect Pictures", they were on their 
way into the studio to record an LP, but unfortunately they 
never got so far, so the 12" and their appearance on the Uniton 
sampler is their only vinyl releases. Thanxx to Tormod Opedal on 
earlier Uniton Records, now Panorama Records, I have got to hear 
4 tracks by Blue Mathue that never has been released, and I 
really must say that this is good stuff. Tormod has told me that 
some of these songs might be released on a new sampler on 
Panorama Records, and I just can't wait(Just like Mandy?) 

Blue Mathue had the following line-up : Pal Helmersen (Synth, 
Bass), Jan Berg (Synth) and Sven Harberg (Synth). 

Their music often remind me of Depeche Mode, but then again, 
I don't feel that I give them a fair rewiew with this?? 
Their music is much more slow than DM, and at times much more 
experimental. This is not a negative matter, and I think that 
these guys could have got far if they had continued. 
If you are a fan of Depeche Mode, Yazoo, Blancmange and Data, 
this is music for your ears!! Personally I give this 12" 5 
points out of 5, and maybe 6 if my scale hadn't been only up 
to 5! ! Their 12" can still be ordered trough Panorama Records 
at a reasonable price, even if it is starting to get in there 
with the collectors items!! Write to Panorama Records for 
information and prices. 

BLUE MATHUE 
Perfect Pictures 
Oebut from young and promi
sing new synth~uo. Melodic 
and atmospheric, somewhere 
between Depeche Mode and 
Yazoo. 
U 01912" single 

BURNING THE 
MIDNIGHT SUN 
Compilation featuring artists 
connected to the Un iron label. 
Ten great tracks from Fra Lip
pa Lippi, Svan Klovn, Holy 
Toy, Blue Mathue, Depress, 
Tim Story, Eyeless In Gaza, 
Paha Sapa, Bearburger, Popol 
Vuh. Excellent introduction 
to Uniton Record s. Medium
price. 
U 020 Album/Cassette 

• 
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Cultivated Bimbo is a new Swedish EBM band, and I just got 
their new 12" in my mail. The 12" contains 3 tracks, "Body 
Mechanic'1

, "The Test" and 11 Corruption". I really must say 
that this is the best body music I have heard from Sweden in 
a long time. (Since "Oil in The Eye" and "Cat Rapes Dog"). 

My favourite song on this 12" is "Corruption". A hard and 
fast beat, lot's of samples(But not to much) and a great 
distorted vocal. There is only one thing to say. SUPERB!! 

In my scale from 1-5 points, I really have to give these 
guys a 5 point rewiew. They are worth it all!! 

Cultivated Bimbo has the following lineup: Keith Joyce (Samples 
oral distortion, programming and music) and Richard Gilby 
(Text, critic?? and oral distortion) 

Cultivated Bimbo are from Uppsala in Sweden, and the band 
is a cooperation with to members from the now "dead" bands 
"Die Die Mauer Bau" and "Angstraum"(Industrial Bands) 

The idea behind Cultivated Bimbo's music, is to put together 
industrial atmospheres, electronic basslines and modern dance 
rythms(?). In a wild-mixdown of samples, machine-drums and 
facinating electronics, they really create some of the best 
stuff on the Swedish scene today. I also think they will find 
a place in the international scene, but only if they can get 
their records well distributed. For a start, these guys should 
have no problem in being just as big as "Cat Rapes Dog", or 
"Vomito Negro", they are already in my eyes, but I will give 
them time to get out there to you. 

From what I have heard, we can expect an LP from C.B. in May 
this year, and this is really worth waiting for. I just hope 
that the guys can keep up the good work, and come out with an 
album that is just as good as the 12". 

Cultivated Bimbo will also be featured on a new Swedish techno 
sampler, called: "I somethimes wish I was famous - A tribute 
to Depeche Mode". This will be a collection with Swedish bands, 
playing cover-versions of famous Depeche Mode songs. 
This sampler will also be released in may, so start saving your 
pocket money now, and run to Your local record store when they 
are due for release. 

If they shouldn't have the records from EBA that you want, wich 
is very possible. Contact EBA at the actress under for information 
and prices. 

Electronic Beat Association 
Filipavagen 2 A 
S-222 41 LUND 
SVERIGE 

(0)46-13 27 43 
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X10 
''Repulsion'' 

AS 504312" 

The 12-inch "Repulsion" is the first solo release by ex-Klinik
member Marc Verhaeghen since the recent demise of the 
successful underground electro-duo. X10 will from now on be 
the principal vehicle for his solo efforts. although collaborations 
with other artists under that banner are not excluded. 

"Repulsion" and "Phantom Limb" are two pulsating, 
danceable tracks featuring vocals and lyrics by Marc lckx CA 
Split Second>. They couple spine-twisting beats with a 
haunting electronic minimalism. and as such indicate new 
directions in Verhaeghen's work. 

An album by X10 - recorded with . the help of the 
aforementioned Marc lckx and singer Niki Mono - will 
appear in the autumn. and tieing in with that release. the project 
will hit the road for a series of special live-performances. 
Verhaeghen will be joined on stage by two as yet unnamed 
singers. who in the future wil become full-time X1O-members. 

ANTLER-SUBWAY RECORDS 
JJ"ielemansstraat 38 - 8-3200 Aarschot - Belgium 

Tel 32.<0>16.56 76 66 Fax 32.(0)16. 56 76 70 

Distribution 
PLAY IT AGAIN, SAM! 

tel 32.(0>2.520 66 70 fax 32.(0>2.523 01 55 

• 
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IRRE TAPES 
Barendellstr.35 
6795 Kindsbach · 
West-Germany 

~;" ' rfl"l -~ 
~ -

• ~ -~i'l 

MIGHTY FORCE 

SUBSONIC SLOW WAVE 
DEATH! Massive ultra-heavy 
drums and pounding bass 

- ... ~ pulses, combine with wild 

samples of NAPALM DEATH/ ~ EXTREME NOISE TERROR to 

D IV E E ■ P ■ Mosh 34 1 2" /CD/Cassingle 

produce the ULTIMATE sonic 
violence I 
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SLAYER 8 in progress· .. · .. Still not the real 
t·hi np j11st nnother (1 yer ..•. We need . ,nor" 
~·,sh 'fo~ Lhe prinLcr 80 keep on orcler111g L 
-•1 ~, ' ·. I rt ·wi •I I he out as soon ,,:-: we 1~0 
t w z ,nc. . . 1111 The pr1.cc 
enough money (or the pr.i.nter · · · · . t \ I 1 1 1 

is 4$ (5$ overseas)!!! 56 pag~s.,"r~~A~~i!EMY 
Interviews with DEICIDE, ACIIE\!O.,, 

IMMOLATION ENTOMBED, DARKTHRONE, MAYHEM, 

I N C A N T A T I O N 

GRIND DEATH SATANIC UNHOLY DARKENING ZINE 
This is INCANTATION 'zine and it will 
feature morbid bands like: MORGOTH •• ASPHYX 
•• BLASPHEMY •• OOLT THROWER •• CARNAGE •• CADAVER 
•• BUTTOCKS •• DRAGON •• DISGRACE •• EPITAPH and 
many more evil bands. Bands •• zines send 
your stuff now for upcoming issues. I can
't promise free issues to all bands which 
are featured but 1•11 send some arond. 
(zine editors send me a copy of your zine 
and I•n send one of mine). I am only irifer
ested in dark doom death grinding metal. 

XXX NO NOISE OR RIPP=OFF XXX 
Send everything you've got to: 

' ' HED tc Also alot 
CARBONIZED, UNLEAS etc. e ). fflltlltl fl 
of other interesting (we hope ;t:1i·~;~~ii 
Articles reviews , ,,ocms, ort o. -
fntervi_c:s with labels etc. Please s11p1'.orl. 

• II And to a 11 who a I rea1ly ordere<I t.he / -· ·. ·. 
';~ :- ,11 TIIANXXXXXX! ! You wi.ll get ,Las • 

INCANTATION 'zine 
c/o ESPEN LARSEN 
ROALD AM. GT.55 
N-1700 SARPSBORG 
NORWAY X 
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z 1 ne . . ·\le 1 1 1 SPREAD THE WORD!! ! ! ! ! ! ! The zine costs l3nok or $3 Europe 
soon as possi> · · · or $4 overseas (no foreign cc.ills please) 
SLAYER MAG. P.O. Box 447, 1701 SARPSBORG 

8 OlJT NO'Vlf Sf:IJ Yovll o 
ANDS, GET IN TOUCH! WEIRD 

1'ANDS, GF.T 1 N TOUCll, · · · · · 

""' 

Yeeaaahhh. 
SPLATTER ZINE vol 2 is out now 
with band as: TIAMAt-llEXX=IPETIGO
S,EMEN-CARCINOMA-ATROCITY-SATANIC~ 
EVIL-PROPHECY OF IJOOM-DEICIDE
DARK'£lffiONE-DISHARMONIC ORCHESTRA 
(Gods)-APOTYGl.!A BERZERK-HLASPHFXY
Ill'CUJIUS-DRAGON-ANGUISH-BUTTOKS ••• \ 
'!'hie issue can be yours for 3 us 

or 10 nok • · · 
SPLATTER zine vol l is also availab 
le •• with band like, _ENTOMBED(SWEDI· 
SH GODS) KHARON(NOR) . SATANIC CORPSE , 
Also NOR) CADAVER-PlJNGENT STENCH 
(Ultra mega greaaaatt) ASPHYX AND A 
lot of more. 

C 
GJUNAV .4 
1740 BORG 

-NORWAY-



ELEGANT MACHINERY 

Elegant Machinery is a band from Helsingborg in Sweden, and 
they started up late 1988. Their name has been taken from 
the album "Elegant Machinery " with the band "Data". 

Elegant Machinery are inspired by early 80's synth-pop bands 
like Yazoo, Human League and Rational Youth, but they are not 
trying to copy the stuff from the 80's, and you can certainly 
hear that on the 7" "Safety in mind". 

They have maybe been influenced by the 80's stuff, but if I 
say the name Depeche Mode, then I do think I have found their 
real heroes. Their music reminds me a lot of DM, but it is not 
as polished as DM, and it's a harder beat on Elegant Machinery 
than DM. The best band to compare Elegant Machinery with, must 
be the band "Mobile Horaes", another Swed i sh DM influenced band. 
But I really must say that Elegant Machinery is much better 
than Mobile Homes, not just for their sound, but more for their 
melody lines. I find Elegant Machinery more "chatchy" in a way! 

Elegant Machinery has the following line-up: 

Robert Enforssn - Vocals 
Richard Johansson - Text, synth 
Leslie Bayne - Music, Programming and synth 

In my scale that goes frome 1 - 5 points , these young guys really 
deserve a 5 point rewiew, and that is what I will give them. 
I am really looking forward to hearing more from these guys, 
and I really wonder if they can keep up the good work they have 
been up to. 

Elegant Machinery are very well known a nd well liked in the 
southern part of Sweden, especially among the synth-freaks 
down there, and they have got their 7" played several times 
at discoteques and at local radiostations. But now it's time 
for the rest of the world. 

"Never mind fuckin' Depeche Mode, here's Elegant Machinery" 

The 7" and other releases from EBA can be ordered at the following 
adress: 

Electronic Beat Association 
Filipavagen 2A 
S- 222 41 LUND 
SWEDEN 
Telephone (0)46 13 27 43 

Contact EBA for information and mailorder - lists 

ELECTRONIC BEAT 
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In 1981, Andrew Szava-Kovats began incorporating 
computers into his music, and it soon took shape in the form 
of a band, "Data-Bank-A". 

ij 

By using sampled media voices/sounds, acoustic instruments, 
synthesizers and vocals, a rythmic and urgent musical world 
gave birth to the first solo cassette release. This was called 
"Spiritus Sanctus" and were released on the K.O. City Studio 
label in 1983. 

In 1984 the guitarist ChristopherElston joined Andrew, to put a 
new sound on the music. Thogether did they produce an EP called 
"Intervention" and an album called "The Citadel". These were 
both released on the same self-funded K.O. City Studio label in 
1984. 

"The Citadel" album brought drummer Scott Richards and vocalist 
Kristina "Moose" Mc Innery banging at the door to join the team. 
Then these four people produced an album together, called "Access 
Denied", and it was released on the K.O. City Studio label in 1985. 

The following year, 1986, floundered in a poverty of sales, a 
poverty of recognition, a poverty of everything but inspiration. 
For Andrew, this was the year of "Isolation", and this was only 
released together with Scott Richards playing drums on one song. 
This 7" was also released on the K.O. City Studio label. 

In 1987 a bright light started to shine at "Data-Bank-A", and 
they signed a contract with the French record label New Rose. 
This ment New records, New hope, New ideas. The New album, 
"Continental Drift" was soon released. 

1988 brought the band around a full circle, back to the beginning, 
a solo project. The death of one thing, brought birth to another, 
and the "Birth of Tragedy" album was released on a still hopeful! 
New Rose label. 

A slight increase in sales helped fund improvements in the K.O. 
City Studio, turning it into a 16-track studio. This made it 
possible to produce the highly acclaimed "One Way" EP in 1989. 

The new sense of hope brought new fruits of inspiration, and then 
the album "Salad Days" was released late 1989. This was the 



crowning ~lory of all the struggles to develope a dynamic style 
of composition and production within the electronic world of 
"Data-Bank-A". 

Critical acclaim was slow in coming, but it came, and sales 
were to follow suit. Everyone but New Rose seemed to responde. 
New Rose was not satisfied with the sales figures of "Data-Bank-A", 
so they are now without a record label. This is really sad, 
because "Data-Bank-A" certainly deserve a place between the famous 
and well known electronic bands. 

Their records are still available trough K.O. City Studios!!! 

Write to: K.O. City Studios 
P.O. Box 255 
DRACUT, MA 01826 
U.S.A. 

Data-Bank-A's complete discography: 

MC-"Spiritus Sanctus" 1983 on K.O . City Studios ~ -- . 
7" - "Intervention" 1984 on K.O. City Studios 
LP-"The Citadel" 1984 on K.O. City Studios 
MC-"Language Barrier" 1985 on K.O. City Studios 
LP-"Access Denied" 1985 on K.O. City Studios 
7"-"Isolation" 1986 on K.O. City Studios 
LP/CD-"Continental Drift" 1987 on Lively Art(New Rose) 
LP/CD-"The Birth of Tragedy" 1988 on Lively Art(New Rose) 
12"/CD-"One Way" on Lively Art(New Rose) 
LP/CD-"Salad Days" 1989 on Lively Art(New Rose) 

11-
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Andrew Szava-Kovats INTERWIEW! ! ! ! 

We here at Sluzk & Fuzk fanzine contacted Andrew (Andy) 
Szava-Kovats for an interwiew, and here is the result. 

Axel: Well Andy, except from the "Data-Bank-A" records, has 
there been other bands released on the K.O. City Studio 
label? 

Andy: Yes, I have released several of my own projects, and also 
other bands, like ''Parade of Sinners'', 1'Dominion 11

, and 
"Compound". 

Axel: Now that you are no longer on the New Rose label, will 
D-B-A be released on a new label? And what about the 
new D-B-A album, will it be released on K.O. City Studios? 

Andy: The new D-B-A album has been sent to a number of record 
companies, but with no response yet, and the K.O. City 
Studio do not have enough money to release it at this 
time. 

Axel: What is "Dominion", is it very different from D-B-A, and 
is it a different style of music?? 

Andy: "Dominion" has been another project of mine for four years 
now, with 5 releases on 3 different labels. The last record 
by "Dominion", is an album .called "Lost", and it is released 
on KK Records. I will still continue to record stuff with 
this name, and it will live beside D-B-A. I don't think this 
will be a problem, because D-B-A is more danceable and not 
so "brutal" as "Dominion". "Dominion" is a pure EBM band. 

Axel: How is it Andy, what is the sales figures in U.S.A. compared 
with Europe, concerning D-B-A, Compound and Dominion? 

Andy: My projects that are signed to European labels, do sell 
much better in Europe than in U.S.A. There is a very small 
market for electronic music here in U.S.A., except from 
Depeche Mode and synth-pop like that. I dont think that this 
is because there is no audience, I think it is because of 
the promotion and the distribution. The big distribution 
companies do not take good enough care about the small bands, 
they only care about the big bands that make big money! 

Axel: Have you released any videos with any of Your bands? 

Andy: Yes, Data-Bank-A recorded one live performance in 1985, 
and before that they did one studio produced video in 84'. 
Since then I have had no opportunity to work on videos, 
but I am working on one now. 

Axel: Is there any chance that the old deleted records by D-B-A 
will be released again? 

Andy: I would love to re-release the old deleted stuff, but I 
and K.O. City has not got the money to do this yet. 
Maybe one day, all of the stuff will be released on CD, 
but first I have to find a record label that will do it!! 
I also hope that the old D-B-A cassettes will be released 
on CD one day! 

~ .. 



VOLTAGE 
CONTROL 
"Antithesis Song" 

AS 5044 12" 

Amo Peeters and Tibor FUIBp met a few years back at the GEM-studio, an open 
workshop for electronic music in Amhem, HoDand. P .. ters had been operating since 
1983 as a home taping musician, experimenting with ·musique concrete·, electro, 
rock ·n· roll and ambient music, while FUIBp concentrated on writing songs (alone or 
together with other musicians>. using sequencer and sampler technology. What 
brought them together was their common interest in acid house, a phenomenon they 
saw as the ultimate culmination of the power of electronically generated music. 

About twelve months after they had begun their collaboration, a demo was finalised 
and presented to Antler-Subway Reoords. VOLTAGE CONTROL. as the duo by 
then had baptised itself. was immediately given the occasion to record a 12-inch. 
Released in February 1990. "Faroe d'lnqulsltlon" became an instant selling 
success and delighted dance addicts around the world with its harsh beats and acidic, 
bleepy synthesizer patterns. FUIBp and Peeters remained anonymous: no personnel 
data. faces nor names appeared with the record, and thus a good amount of curiosity 
was aroused. 

But now. with the follow-up 12-inch ,. Antithesis Song" at hand and a complete 
album scheduled for autumn release. VOLTAGE CONTROL come out into the open. 
The two Dutchmen are convinced of the possibilities of their u,compromising avant
garde dance music and feel they can break through to a large and varied audience. 
House lovers, cyberpl.Klks. electro-fans and clubgoers in general, all can respond to 
VOLTAGE CONTROL's compelling dancefloor attacks. Says the duo: "We operate 
in the twilight zone between house - music meant to distract by generating a 
trance - and electro, where emotion and content are more important. To combine 
and to fully explore both those genres, that's our aim." 

The best of both worlds? You got it.. 

ANTLER-SUBWAY RECORDS 
J. Tielemansstraat 38 - B-3200 Aarschot - Belgium 

Tel 32.(0>16.56 76 66 Fax 32.(0>16.56 76 70 

Distribution 
PLAY IT AGAIN, SAM! 
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Well, now is our favourite band Young Gods soon out with a new 
album again. I have been so lucky to get an advance-tape on the 
album, so this is exclusive reading my friends!!!!! The Mini Lp, 
will be out late April and it will feature 6 cover versions of 
Kurt Weill songs: 

- Prologue - Alabama Song 
- Salomon Song - Seeruber Janny 
- Mackie Messer - Ouverture 
- Speak Low - September Song 

Most of you will probably recognise "September Song" as the B-Side 
of the "Lounge Route" Remix 12". Most of the songs are played in 
the patterns of old "traditionals" and "folk songs". Others are 
played like old German "beer drinking songs". Very special, but 
very very interesting!!! There are also a few songs that sound very 
much like the "L'eau Rouge"(The Red Water) album . Lot's of sampled 
guitars and the very special voice of the vocalist Franz Treichler. 
I just Wbnder if these guys have used an Ensoniq EPS or some of 
the other Ensoniq synths? The "Rock crowd" on the "Prologue" is 
very much like Ensoniq, and so are much of the other sounds used 
on this album. If anyone knows, please let me know, OK? 
Anyway, The Young Gods does not stand still, they are working and 
working, and if there is no delay, their next album will be out 
as soon as the autumn comes!! 

The "Kurt Weill" album was recorded already in November 1990, but 
as you understand, it will not be out until late April. The Young 
Gods are still on Play It Again Sam records, and being their best 
selling artist, they will probably stay there for several more 
years! 

1986 
1987 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 

The Young Gods Discography 

"Envoye" - 12" (WAX-021) Wax Trax-USA 
"Did You Miss Me?" - 12" (12PROD07) Product Inc.-UK 
"The Young Gods" - LP/MC/CD*(33PROD10) Product Inc.-UK 
"L'Amourir" - 12" (BIAS-101) Play It Again Sam-Europe 
"L'Eau Rouge" - LP/MC/CD*(BIAS-130) Play It Again Sam-Europe 
"Lounge Route" - 12" (BIAS-158) Play It Again Sam-Europe 

* The CD versions of "The Young Gods" and "L'Eau Rouge" contains 
extra 12'' versions. 



PEACEVILLE OFFICIAL MERCHANDISE 
QUALITY SHIRTS WITH EXCLUSIVE ARTWORK 

SONIC VIOLENCE 
"JAGD" 

PVMOOl-1 
PVMOOl-3 

G.G.F.H. 
"ECLIPSE" 

PVM002-1 

KONG 
"MUTE POET" 

PVMOOJ-1 

DARK THRONE 
"SOU LSI DE" 
PVM004-1 

.-t/ ,rt>"'t-
"\ ~ }'T 
~-- -~ 

ALL DESIGNS HAVE BACKPRINTS 

? 

BAND 

PEACEVILL£ RECORDS: 
P.0. BOX17, 
OEWSIIURY, 
WESTYOIIICSIIII£, 
Wf12UA, 
ENGUND. 

CAT No. 

PVMOOl-1 
PVM00l-3 

ENCLOSE CHEQUE/POSTAL ORDER 
PAYABLE TO PEACEVILLE R£COROS 
INU.K.ONLY. 

CASH IN STERllNG/DOLLARS 
FOff OVERSEAS ONLY. 

FOR DOLLARS 
DOUBLE PRICE. 
EXAMPLE 
£7.00 = $14.00 
£9.00 = $18.00 

BLACK £ 7.00£ 9.00 
BLACK £17 .00£20.00 

AMOUNT 

SONIC VIOLENCE 

KONG PVM002-1 

GARMENT 

T-SHIRT 
HOODED 
T-SHIRT 
T-SHIRT 
T-SHIRT 
T-SHIRT 

COLOUR.XL QUAN PRICE OVERSEA TOTAL 

WHITE £ 7 .00£ 9.00 1------1 

G.G.F.H. 

DARKTHRONE 

PVMOOJ-1 
PVM004-1 

BLACK £ 7.00£ 9.00 1------1 

BLACK £ 7.00£ 9.00 1------1 
BLACK £ 7 .00£ 9.00 ,__ ___ ..... 

NAM[ ____________________________ _ 

ADDRESS ___________________________ _ 

POSTCOOE ___________________________ _ 
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HAVE YOU HEARD THAT!!!! 

- Kraftwerk are about to release their last album, "All days 
work", and that they now are touring in Germany and that they 
will do a tour in Europe in the summer!! 

- Inside Treatment and Pouppee Fabrikk are coming to Norway to 
give a concert!!! 

- Le~therstrip supported Revolting Cocks, but he hate their 
music!!! 

- Holy Toy has been put "on ice", and that Andrej D. Nebb now 
are working with De Press!!! 

- Andrej D. Nebb are working hard to get the last De Press LP 
released in Poland!!! 

- Poesie Noire will be touring Europe from the 4. April to the 
30. June! ! ! ! ! 

- Mark Verhaeghen from Klinik and Ickx from A Split Second will 
release a 12" under the name "XlO" ! ! ! ! 

- Marc Ickx and Chrismar Chayell from A Split Second will release 
their own solo-albums!!!! 

- A Split Second will be playing live in Holland from 24-27 of 
April!!!! 

- Pouppee Fabrikk has just released their new 12" on licence on 
Last Chance Records!!!!! 

- Minister Of Noise is in the studio, and that the long awaited 
second album will be released this spring!!!! 

- Devo never will play live in Norway again!!! !(unfortunately!) 

- Pouppee Fabrikk wil release a live-lp, recorded in Gothenburg! ! 

- Front 242 will make the soundtrack to Bladerunner II!!! 

- Nitzer Ebb soon will be releasing a new 4 track 12" 

- Apoptygma Berzerk has been asked to partisipate on an Italian 
tape with different EBM and industrial bands!!!!! 

- Pankow maybe will do a concert in Oslo this autumn!!!! 



APOPTYGMA 
BERZERK 
0 
=o 
-0 
CJ 
LJ 
--l 
-c 

* 

[fJ 
~ =o 

A CLASSIC, EVEN 
BEFORE RELEASE! 

• CD rn 
:::0 

~ AP<Pbb'6MII • 8€~8€~ 
:::0 
A •V\ CT\MS•OF•MvT1LAT/otf 
• 

NEW 12" OUT LATE IN 
MAY, 3 TRACKS IN A 
PERFECT COVER. BUY 
IT AND EXPERIENCE 
THE MEANING OF AN 
EARGASM! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 

PURE ELECTRONIC BODY 

MUSIC ! 

Apoptygma Berzerk is one of Norway ' s most promising electronic 
body music bands at the moment, and Apoptygma Berzerk will release 
their first 12" in May this year. A. B. has signed to the norwegian 
label "Tatra" and from what I have heard, it's a 3 LP contract it 
has been talked about!!! The demo , "Victims Of Mutilation" is still 
available, although there are few copies left. Can be orderd from 
Slusk Records, Box 337, 1701 SARPSBORG, NORWAY. PRICE: $6 or £3,50. 
The Tatra label is run by Tormod Opedal, earlier Uniton Records, 
and it has only been 2 releases on this labe l earlier, and these 
are the two LP's "Pakt of Fact" and "Yes and No" by Holy Toy. 
Apoptygma Berzerk sounds not very much like any other band I have 
heard of, but the vocals are very much l i ke the old stuff by Psyche. 

Release date: Late May 

The 12" "Ashes to Ashes" can then be ordered trough Panorama 
Records or trough Slusk Records. Buy or die you sucker!! 
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I ANTLER SUBWAY RECORDS 
Release schedule I 

11.03.91 POESIE NOIRE - "I didn't ask" AS 5046- 7" 

Secona single taken from their upcoming new album "MARIANNE" (AS 5039 LP/CD/MC). 
Poesie Noire knows how to write a good song. 

11.03.91 A SPLIT SECOND - "The Parallax View" AS 5042 12" /CDS 

Maxi with 6 different versions of "The Parallax View", a track from their latest album 
"KISS OF FURY" (AS 5014 LP/CD/MC). Most of these tracks were remixed by 

TONY GARCIA, known from his NITZER EBB-mixes!! 

04.03.91 VOMITO NEGRO - "The New Drug" AS 5045 LP/CD 

New signing on Antler Subway: Machinegun Rhythms - Techno - Industrial! 
European tour scheduled for April and May (supp. act = DIVE)!! 

· 25.03.91 POESIE NOIRE - "I didn't ask" AS 5046 12" 
Special club remix of this supperb' song by Sherman &. Casters. Limited Edition!! 

01.04.91 POESIE NOIRE - "Marianne" AS 5039 LP/CD/MC 

Again a brand new album from Jo Casters &, friends: musically to be situated between 
"WVE IS COLDER."" (AS 5006 LP/CD/MC) and "TOULOUSE" (AS 5038 12" /CDS), 

House Rhythms, strong vocals,good melodies, 
superb production by Jo Casters and Ludo Camberlin! 

Mid March XIO - "Repulsion" AS 5Q43 12" 

A brand new project of Marc Verbaeghen (The Klinik), on this maxi he worked with 
Marc Ickx (A Split Second) on vocals. An album is scheduled for april/May, 

on which he will be assisted by ao. Marc Ickx, Niki Mono ... 

April 91 D. SIGN - "Burning Cells" AS 5047 12"/CDS 

Again Marc Verbaeghen (The Klinik); this time together with DIE FORM! 

April 91 The OVERLORDS - "Organic?" AS 5030 LP/CD 

"Musique Electronique pour le Corps" from Denmark! 
. "WE ARE The OVERLORDS AND WE HOPE YOU ARE TOO!!" 

April 91 THE ARCH - "The Only Thing" AS 5048 7"/12"/CDM 

A brand new 3 track maxi in a brand new style, very danceable, unbelievable ... 
CDM carries several bonus tracks ! Special radio remix on single! 

Distribution 
PLAY IT AGAIN, SAM! 
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TheTr•sure 
A taster from the Smalt Mercies 
alburn. Very sparse arrange
ment, piano carries the song. 
On the 8-side there are two live
cuts, A Moment Like This and 
Time Transfixed (not available 
elsewhere) . 

US!! 
SEND US YOUR DEMO, RECORD, FANZINE, FLYERS ETC. 
EVERYBODY WHO SENDS STUFF GET REWIEWS ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
DON'T WAIT TO LONG, WRITE NOW!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
SLUZK & FUZK FANZINE, BOX 337, 1701 SARPSBORG, 
NORWAY. 

Last album from pioneers in 
Norwegian punk / new wave. 
Features Andrej Nabb (now 
Holy Toy) on bass and vocals. 
Included here are old favouri
tes recorded live in Poland and 
Norway. Also included are so
me studio outtakes not avail
able elsewhere. 

U 013 Album/Cassette 



KK RECORDS MAIL ORDER 

THE CATALOGUE 

KK RECORDS: 

FRONT LINE ASSEMBLY: 

KK 001 •Toe Initial Command• LP 
KK 006 •Toe Initial Command" CO 

PHILADELPHIA FIVE: 

KK 002 "Bump" 
KK 003 "Bump 
KK 007 "I'm Shared" 
KK 022 "T.B.A." 

VOMITO NEGRO: 

KK 004 "Stay Alive• 
KK 009 "Oare" 
KK 013 "SIT" 
KK 023 "Shock" 
KK 033 "Save the World" 
KK 050 "Human" 

THE NEW SACRISTY: 

KK 005 "Down Below" 
KK 030 "Letters to Lilly" 

lliE HAFLER TRIO: 

7" 
12· 

MLP 
LP/CD • 

12· 
MLP 
CD 
LP/CD 
12·,cos 
LP/CD" 

12" 
MLP 

KK 008 "lntoutof" LP 
KK 015 •oreamachine Brion Gysin Box• 

LPtco·· 
(Collaboration with Gen. P. Orridge) 

POLITICS OF EXPERIENCE: 

KK 010 "Gryllotalpidae" 
KK 029 "SIT" 

LP 
LP 

PANKOW: 

KK 014 "Kunst Und Wahnsinn" 12" 

LA SOCIETE DES TIMIOES A LA PARADE 
DES OISEAUX: 

KK 032 "SIT" LP 

BA 25+: 

KK 035 "Split" LP 

INSEKT: 

KK 036 "We Can't Trust The lnsekt" LP/CO 
KK 051 "Control Your Fear Now·12·1cDS • 
KK 054 "T.B.A." LP/CD • 

2ND COMMUNICATION: 

KK 038 "SIT" LP/CD 
KK 040 "The Brain That Binds The Body" 

12"/MCD 
KK 044 "My Chromosomal Friend" LP/CD 

JAH WOBBLE I INVADERS OF lliE 
HEART: 

KK 039 "Without Judgement" LP/CD 

DOMINION: 

KK 041 "Manhunr 
KK 052 "Losr 

KOOE IV: 

KK 042 •Possessed· 

lliE LAST GANG 

KK 043 "Bad As Bad Can ee· 

STEREOTAXIC DEVICE: 

KK 046 "SIT" 

LP/CD 
LP/CD • 

LP/CD • 

12" 

LP/CD 

H.N.A.S. : 

KK016 
"SIT" LP 
KK 017 "SIT" 

D.D.A.A.: 

KK 011 ·Poems On Ronsard" 
KK 012 ·Poems On Ronsard" 

KK COMPILATION 

7" 

LP 
7" 

KK 018 "1992" LP 
KK 053 ·crack Of A Belgian Whip" LP/CD" 

SMERSH: 

KK 019 "The Greatest Story E- Distorted" 
MLP/MCD 

KK 04 7 "Emanuelle Goes to Bangkok" 
LP/CD 

lliE FORCE DIMENSION: 

KK 020 "SIT" 
KK 027 "Dust" 
KK 028 "Tension" 
KK 048 "Algorhytm" 
KK 049 •Deus ex Machina• 

JASON RAWHEAD: 

KK 024 "SIT" 
KK 037 "Backfire· 

PEARLS FOR SWAINS: 

KK 021 "The Real Rip-Off" 

CONTROLLED BLEEDING: 

LP/CD 
12"/CDS 
12"/CDS 
12"/CDS 
LP/CD 

MLP/MCD 
LP/CD 

MLP/MCD 

KK 025 "Music From The Scourging 
Ground" CO 
KK 026 "Tides Of Heaven (Remix)" 7" 

CAT RAPES DOG: 

KK 031 "Maximum Overdrive" LP/CD 
KK 045 "Fundamental" 12"/CDS 
KK 034 "God, Guns & Gasoline" LP/CD " 
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PLAY 
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AGAIN 

SAM! 
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WARNING: 
•THIS FANllNf'CAN DAMAGE Y OUR 
SYSTEM 11• 

OW WE ARE HERE!! WHAT THE WORLD IS 

WAITING FOR! ':4NOTHER WORLO" 
FUZK IS A FANZINE THAT HAS JUST 

UP, AND WE WANT TO SEEK FOR THE 

ADVENTUROUS THE EXPERIMENTAL AND THE 

INNOVATIVE. WE FEEL THAT THE DISCO MUSIC 

SHOULD BE WIPED- OF THE FACE OF THE EARTH, 

AND THAT PEOPLE SHOULD GO DIFFERENT WAYS 

THAN THEY ARE USED TO. 

IF YOU ARE A FAN OF MINIS:l'RY OR REVOLTING 

COCKS, OR MAYBE KRAFTWERK OR DEVO. THEN 

THIS IS THE MAG FOR YOU. 

ALL YOU WEIRDOS OUT THERE, WHO PLAY MUSIC 

IN A VERY EXPERIMENTAL OR SPECIAL WAY, 

PLEASE SEND DEMO, RECORD, INFORMATION ETC., 

IF YOU WANT TO BE A PART OF THE SECOND ISse;::: 

ISSUE. I DOESNT MATTER IF YOU PLAY POST

PUNK, OR IF YOU PLAY ELECTRONIC MUSIC. 

OTHER INTERESTED PEOPLE, FEEL FREE TO 

WRITE. WRITE ABOUT LIFE, POLITICS, BANDS 

EVERYTHING! ! ! ! 

THE FANZINE WILL BE WRITTEN IN ENGLISH. 

PLEASE FEEL FREE TO WRITE TO: 

SLUZK & FUSK FANZINE 
BOX 337 
1701 SARPSBORG 
NORWAY 

0 

* 



POESIE NOIRE 
-ON TOUR-

TH 04.04.91 BELGISCH CONGO LEUVEN B 
FR 05.04.91 EXIL TRIER D 
SA 06.04.91 CHARLEROI B 
SU 07.04.91 RITZ HASSELT B 
FR 12.04.91 FENIX SITTARD · NL 
WE 17.04.91 BEAUNE F 
TH 18.04.91 TOULOUSE F 
FR 19.04.91 BOURQES F 
SA 20.04.91 ANGERS F 
SU 21.04.91 CLERMONT-FERRAND F 
MO 22.04.91 GRENOBLE F 
TU 23.04.91 MARSEILLE F 
SA 25.05.91 BILZEN B 
WE 05.06.91 MEL.KWEG AMSTERDAM NL 
SU 30.06.91 FESTIVAL GISTEL B 

All dates are under reservation ! ! 

NEW ALBUM OUT 

"MARIANNE" 
AS 5039 LP/CD/MC 

Singles: "Just to be me again" & "I didn't ask" 

' Distribution 

PLAY IT AGAIN, SAM! 
APT - MNW - NEW ROSE - REC REC - SPV 
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VOMITO NEGRO 

TH 15.03.91 
WE10.04.91 
TH 11.04.91 
FR 12.04.91 
SA 13.04.91 
SU 14.03.91 
MO 15.04.91 
WE 17.04.91 
TH 18.04.91 
FR 19.04.91 
SA 20.04.91 
SU 21.04.91 
FR 03.05.91 
SA 04.05.91 

+ 

DIVE 
European "rour 

PK<VUB) BRUSSEL 
NACHTWERK AUGSBURG 

STUTTGART 

X-PRESS TORINO 
RAVENNA 

SKUZ ZAGREB 
BAD HANNOVER 
PUMPEMORFE COPENHAGEN 
VALVET GOTEBORG 
STADT HAMBURG MALMO 

POTTSDAM 
EXIL TRIER 
TRUST NURNBERG 

First release on Antler Subway 
New album out now 

111The New Drug•• 
AS 5045 LP/CD 

Distribution 

PLAY IT AGAIN, SAM! 

B 
D 
D 
SUi 
IT 
IT 
YU 
D 
DK 
SW 
SW 
D 
D 
D 

INFO 32.(0)16.56 76 66 FAX 32.(0l16.56 76 70 

ANTLER SUBWAY - J. Tielemansstraat 38 - B-3200 Aarschot - Belgium 
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VOMITO NEGRO - The New Drug 
Antler Subway Records (AS-5045) LP/CD - Points: 4 out of 5 

WOW, a new album from one of the best EBM bands of all times!!! 
Vomito Negro has just released their new album "The New Drug", 
and everybody out there who's waiting will not be dissapointed! 
This is some of the best stuff that they have ever made, and it 
is really a lot of variations on this album. The guys in Vomito 
Negro, Gin Devo and Guy Van Mieghem has put down a lot of work 
on this album, and all the . things they have tried to do, has 
worked out very well. The album contains everything from slow and 
industrial soundtrack music to the up-tempo EBM that we are used 
to, a real MASTERPIECE! This album, their 4th, is an album that 
they have both produced, written and performed theirselves for a 
change, and they have really done it this time! 
Vomito Negro is latin for "black vomit", a phenomenon that arises 
in the last stage of yellow fever, when the patient throws up his 
putrefied intestines and ultimately dies! 
Some might think that Vomito Negro are macabre, but they have 
always been like that, trying to get you to think a little bit, 
and care a little bit more about .the persons around you, and not 
at least, the earth that we all stand and live on! Vomito Negro's 
name is therefore chosen with sarcasm and it will shake up some 
people around, that's for sure!! 
Go buy their new album now, sit down and enjoy, and think for a 
minute! What am I doing here, what can I do to make things better 
and what can I do to help save the world? The new Vomito Negro 
album will help you, it will make you learn, it will be something 
that you are going to need desperately, it will be "THE NEW DRUG"! 
PS! Check out track 11, "Blind Eyes", it's a sure winner!!!!!!!! 

400 BLOWS - Play like a human 
Warrior Ree. (WRR12-012) 12" - Points: 3. 5 out of 5. 

400 Blows are back!! After several years of "vacation", the 400 
Blows are back again in the same good shape as they used to be!! 
I can still remember that I went to the record store in 1985, to 
buy the 12" "Movin" by 400 Blows. At that time I was a great fan 
of "Frankie Goes To Hollywood" and 400 Blows, but 400 Blows gave 
me something more, just like "Cabaret Voltaire" and "Kraftwerk". 
I was very satisfied when I now·heard their last 12" "Play like 
a human", because then I knew that they had changed, and that 
they even had changed in the right direction! They had changed 
from they 80's underground synth-pop to the 90's techno-house and 
they had done it with style man!!!! A lot of samples, backbeat 
drums, a hard bassline and a lot of bleepin' synth sounds mixed 
with passion and knowledge made this 12" a great return to the 
scene!! The only bad thing about this 12" the "wow wow" guitars, 
and the ideas stolen from the chart-killers "KLF", but this 12" 
is still worth the money. Even the "horny girl" voice is worth 
the money, I asure you!!! If you are a fan of "KLF", and other 
techno-house bands, this is a real eargasm for you. Go buy it 
and get 400 Blows back to the charts, they deserve it!!!! 
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IBVi£ws 
IN ABSENTIA - At the end of the beginning 
Private, 1990. MC - Points: 4.5 out of 5 

First of all, I will have to thank these guys for sending their 
demo to me, because the "In Absentia" demo, was the FIRST demo 
I recieved for the fanzine!!! That's great!!! About the demo, I 
can tell you that this is early 80's synth pop/techno pop, and 
these guys are playing their music extremely well!!! The guys 
in the band, Sune Groule and Henrik Marx, have played for several 
years and they have been involved with several projects trough 
the years1 but you can read about this in the next fanzine in the 
"In Absentia Special". The demo has 8 tracks, and I must say that 
this sounds very well to be a demo recorded on 4-tracks! ! ! 
The music is very much influenced by the sounds of Depeche Mode, 
Human League, Bronski Beat, Visage, Heaven 17 and Cabaret Voltaire. 
Anyway, these guys have not copied the 80's style, they have only 
made a better sound out of it. With double bass drums in the good 
death-metal style, they separate themselves from very much that I 
have heard before, and this is not a bad thing!! These guys have 
made something so unique and so new and fresh,and it really makes 
me happy that people find other musical solutions than the ones 
that have been used for decades!! These guys are also very much 
into the use of the old analogue-synths and the use of tape
looping. You can hear this on the tape, and the good old moog and 
SH-101 sounds makes this tape one of my favourites at the moment. 
Unfortunately, these guys have not got any deal with any record 
company yet, but they really deserve it!! If you run a record 
company, and think that this could be something for you, please 
write to the guys for a free demo!! Other interested people, 
please contact "In Absentia" for price and information. They can 
be contacted at the following adress: 

In Absentia 
c/o Skibhusvej 137 st.tv. 
5000 ODENSE C 

In Absentia At the end of the beginning 

Mr. Crazy' s Da:1ce. 

1. Drink some Cider. 2. Jig about a bit. 

3, Shout at a dog. 4- Fall over. 31 
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REViEW8 ♦ 
808 STATE - In yer face 
ZTT Records (Zang 14) 7"/12"/CDS - Points: 4 out of 5. 

808 State is the guys Martin Price, Graham Massey, Darren and 
Andy . We already know 808 State from their first 12", Pasific 
State, and their second 12" Cubik Olympic State. They have not 
appealed very much to me before, because I found their music 
out there with the house-people, but when I got their new 7", 
"In yer face" in the mail, it just said BANG!! This is some of 
the best danceable music I have heard in a long time. A hard 
beat, a fast programmed bass (just like the EBM) and some drums 
that were inbetween body and house. This must be the best they 
have ever done, and I can already see it climbing on the U.K. 
charts. I promise you, it will stay there for a long time. 
If you like danceable body music, and the house/rap stuff that 
Nitzer Ebb are doing these days(dissapointingly), you must like 
this!! Empty your pockets and run to the nearest record shop, 
and KILL if they haven't got it!!!!! 

G.G.F.H. - Eclipse 
Dreamtime Records (KTB 2) LP/CD - Points: 4,5 out of 5. 

Global Genocide Forget Heaven, is also a new experience to me. 
When I first heard it, I got really scared, because this is the 
most dark, evil, frightening and noisy I have ever heard. This 
is not an album that you sit at home,alone in a dark room and 
listen to. First of all, they really remind me of some of the 
stuff Skinny Puppy are doing but it isn't fair to compare them 
with this. Anyway, lot's of samples, noisy efx., dark and evil 
distorted voice, and many analogue basses and sounds, all of it 
mixed together in a perfect harmony. This is great. From what 
I have heard, this is not their first release. They shall have 
released some tapes, and one book? before , but I have never seen 
or heard any of this, unfortunately. I can also tell you that 
the CD version of "Eclipse", features 4 extra tracks, and they 
are just as great as the rest of the album. The band has two 
members, Brian Joseph Walls and Ghost. Well, after a lot of crap, 
let's get back to the rewiew. If you want evil on vinyl, and 
something that is BETTER than Skinny Puppy, buy this album!! 
It's worth every$ or£ or whatever you pay in!!!! 

THE SHAMEN - Hyperreal 
One Little Indian Ree. (48TP12) 7"/12" - Points: 4 out of 5. 

Well, the guys Collin and Will are back again, in the form of 
The Shamen. These guys have always cut nice danceable techno
music, and they still are. Hyperreal, their new 12" is out now 
in 2 different remixes. One by William Orbit, Mark Maguire and 
Will Sin, and the other one by Jack Dangers(Meat Beat Manifesto). 
I have only heard the William Orbit remix, but this is really 
great techno/hard beat dance music. The only bad thing about 
this 12", is the female voice, it really doesn't fit in there. 
If you forget the vocals, this has the potential of making it 
very good in the charts, and so I hope, because they really 
deserve it. Go out and buy it, and bring it with you to the 
local disco, give it to the DJ, and PARTY!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 



I REVI~WS 
TECHNOQUAKE - Crack Baby 
Electronic Beat Ass. (EBA 004) - Points: 3 out of 5. 

This is my first meeting with Technoquake, and first I was a 
little bit dissapointed, but after a few more listenings, it's 
getting better. Before I had heard it, I thought it was pure EBM, 
but then again I'm wrong. This is a strange mix of Goth rock and 
EBM, and the female vocals reminds me a lot of Siouxsie. 
Personally I think that they should stick to EBM, because I can 
hear that this is what they really can. Rob Stroud, the man in 
this group, is an earlier member in "Sex Gang Children", and this 
should explain the Goth inspirations. He has also played drums in 
"Aemotii Crii", together with Tim Bricheno and Andy Cousin, now 
"All about Eve" and "Sisters of Mercy". He once also said no! to 
a fulltime job as a drummer in "The Death Cui.t", now "The Cult". 
He has also released a 12" under the name "Guise of Pink and Black", 
called "Sometimes I wish".(Techno-band). 
Then he started "Cosmic 666", wich re-incarnated as Technoquake. 

Firyal, the femal part of Technoquake, is a fully learnt classic 
piano player. She got tired of the pianos limits, and went to 
the world of possibilities and bought a synth. She is writing the 
songs together with Rob, and she also does some of the vocals. 

For those of you who like both Goth music and EBM, this is a sure 
winner, and it's getting better every time I listen to it, but 
don't listen to much, you can CRACK BABY!!! 

MINISTER OF NOISE - Hell in heaven 
Peaceville Records (VILE 18) LP/CD - Points: 3,5 out of 5. 

Minister Of Noise is a one man band, but you really can't hear 
that, listening to the record. Programmed drums, bleeps and metal 
efx. from the synths and a sampled guitar. All this with a live 
bass and a hell of a distorted voice. This can't be compared with 
anything, but if you like Skinny Puppy, G.G.F.H. or Revolting 
Cocks, this is music for you. This music is a little bit more 
soft than these bands, but just as good. A little bad thing with 
this record is the sound, this sounds like a cheap production in 
an 8-track studio, but it can also be the result of tape-looping 
or noisy samples. Anyway, if you need some new music that you can 
listen to again and again, this is a good choice. 
I don't know much more about the band, but go out and get it 
and write to me and kick my arse if you don't like it!!!!!! 

33 
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♦ 
A SPLIT SECOND - The Parallax view. 
Antler Subway Records (AS 5042) 12 "/CDS - Points: 3, 5 out of 5. 

After a successful tour in America, A Split Second released 
this 12", The Parallax view. This is taken from the album 
"Kiss of Fury"(AS 5014, LP/MC/CD.) The 12" is remixed by 
Tony Garcia, who also is known for his work with Nitzer Ebb. 
Both the 12" and the CDS contains 6 different mixes of the 
song. Personally, I think that this is vaste of space, but 
it must be a good one for DJ's. Some of the mixes are a little 
bit too much influenced by the house scene, but the Original 
Mix and the Warp Radio Edit is still the good old A.S.S. 
If you like the old stuff from A.S.S., you want be dissapointed 
by this one. Buy or die!! 

POESIE NOIRE - I didn't ask. 
Antler Subway Records (AS 5046) 7"/12" - Points: 2 out of 5 . 

What has happened to these guys??? They used to play pure EBM, 
didn't they?? I haven't heard any stuff from Poesie Noire in 
years, but I know that they have been releasing a lot of records. 
The truth is, they are now in there with the rest of the Manchester 
rock and house bands. I never thought these guys would go that way, 
because I really liked their old stuff. The only thing that saves 
this 7" in my eyes, is the B-side! ! This is much better than the 
A-side, but anyway, we hope that they will get better from their 
Manchester-disease and cut some EBM stuff again!! 
WHAT HAS HAPPENED TO THEM?? I DON'T KNOW, I DIDN'T ASK!!! 

BLACKHOUSE - The Father, The Son and The Holy Ghost. 
Body Records (BR 7010) CD - Points: 4 out of 5. 

Blackhouse, a band on Dirk Ivens label, tell's me that this must 
be experimental. This is from what I know, the fourth album from 
the guys, Ivo Cutler and Sterling Cross . Unfortunately I haven't 
heard any of the old stuff, so this was a quite new experience 
to me. When I first listened trough this, I thought, "This can't 
be music!!". But when I listened more, I found that each sound or 
noise really fit in there, and I started to open my eyes and ears, 
and then it really "came to me". I have never been a real fan of 
industrial music, but this CD gave me something special. A feeling 
of emptiness inside, a washed out brain and a strange taste in my 
mouth. What is this?? These people are trying to make you think, 
think for a minute, what they are up to? Just like they want you 
to think what you are doing in your daily-lives, what we are 
doing to nature, animals, mother-earth. As they say, our intelli
gence has not made us smart yet!! This is a born again industrial 
noise group, using swirling factory sounds, loud and noisy synth's 
and guitars with distorted music and lyrics. Their music is a 
soundtrack, a soundtrack for a new beginning, a soundtrack for a 
fitting end. The choice is up to YOU!! 

BLACKHOUSE 
The Father, The Son and The Holy Ghost 

' 
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SIEGMAR FRIECKE - Speedhouse & Exoticore 
IRRE-Tapes (IT-036) MC - Points: 4 out of 5. 

Well, I don't know very much about this guy from before, but this 
tape I have got here, is a real surprise!! The tape is released 
on the German tape label IRRE-Tapes. The music sounds very much 
like Kraftwerk, my personal favourites, but Mr. Friecke knows 
what he is doing, and even if it sounds like Kraftwerk, it doesn't 
sound like another cheap copy. His soundscapes is an adventure, 
and you have to hear it to belive it!! Lot's of samples, analogue 
synths and efx that you could only dream of. From what I can hear, 
this man is still using an analogue drum-machine at some tracks, 
and this sounds really nice. He is also a fan of tape use, but I 
don't know if he has used the old technique with tape-looping. 
The music is instrumental, and if you need some music to relax 
to, this is a perfect choice. Anyway, the choice is yours, but 
I still think that you ought to contact IRRE-Tapes for a catalogue 
and prices!! IRRE-Tapes can be contacted at the following adress: 
IRRE-Tapes, c/o Matthias Lang, Barendellstrasse 35, 6795 KINDSBACH, 
GERMANY. 

L'EDARPS A MOTH - Konstruierte Musik 
IRRE-Tapes (IT-046) MC - Points: 2,5 out of 5. 

You can very easy hear that these guys have heard a lot of Kraftwerk 
and other German experimental music. This influence their music 
a lot, and maybe to much. The music get's to disorganised at times, 
and it seems hard to me to listen trough the whole tape without 
having a nervous breakdown!! The music changes from minimalist 
synth music to super experimental jazz-music and I have to turn 
the tape of after 3-4 songs. They have used an Atari ST with a 
Steinberg 24-software and a Roland D-10 synth. It's a shame that 
they use to many of the same sounds on all of the songs, because 
this tape could have been many inches better with with a changing 
soundscape and a few more synths. This must be something for 
people with a sense for non-concrete and extreme experimental 
music. The tape is getting better after a few listenings, but I 
don't think I can take this no more. This is definately not an 
E-Z listening tape, but maybe they mean it that way?? I don't 
know, but check it out for yourselves if you think this might be 
music for your ears. Get in touch with IRRE-Tapes at che adress 
above, or contact the guys directly at the following adress: 
L'EDARPS A MOTH, c/o Thomas Pradel, Kaulbachstrasse 54, D-6000 
FRANKFURT 70, GERMANY. 

Kitchen/ Tape jazz planet 3 C-46 IT050 
" - ~ I; I tDftWUIQ.911,.. . ·. I ! ·, I I • I ' Luir 

1 Al le StucKe : nc auch d1esma1 wieoer : , ,, 8 an einigen 
Wochenenca n ;i1a" , n cer ✓ Jene ,n •,1a,nz a1ngeso;et! Morden· 'lach'· 
vorangegar-gene,. '.tater 1a 1sucne, ::iem ::;r:-';!ra1rn11eren :on Sequ~nzen,·
dem Zusarrrrer.sre1l en aar Sounos et::. m,t a1nem rela'::111 aufwenoigen 
Equipment, O,h. genauer 3esagt J. Vierspurr"ekoroer 2 analoge 
Synth1s, 2 Samp1er , 2 Workstations m1t etl 1ch en Soun~disketten .. 
plus die ;anze Verkabe1ung uno e1ner Menge Tapes... rst eine 

•••• IRRE TAPES 
Biirendellstr. 35 
6795 Kindsbach 
West Germany 

~

,\4us1k entstanden, dte etwas vo n e1nem rl6rsp1elcharakter nat, .. 
iiurch a. en .'lechse l vo n mec1~at1ven una po 1y rnythmischen Parts mit 
Chaot1schen Ste11en und F,3gmentfet:en bzw. Z:itaten van Sprache 
und St1nvne ... " The Kitchen. Mii.rz 1991 

- -------- ------■--- ■---·-----·-- ~'"kai"-~•
PLEASE WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG/NEWSLETTERI 
IF YOU WILL INCLUDE AN IRC 1 WONDERFUL!! 
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APOPTYGMA BERZERK - Victims of mutilation 
Slusk Records (APOP 001) MC - Points: 5 out of 5. 

Apoptygma Berzerk is a norwegian EBM band, and also this is a 
one man band. The band started up with two members, but due to 
personal disagreements, they split up. Then Mr. Stephan Groth, 
a 19 year old Danish/Norwegian boy continued playing and record
ing for himselves.(If Leretherstrip could, so could he!!). 
The result of this, is what I now have here, a 5 track demo. 
The music is EBM in the good old style, lot's of heavy drum 
arrangements, programmed analogue and digital basses and a lot 
of metal-efx. on the top of it all. The vocals is very distorted, 
and it reminds me of the old Psyche stuff at times. The good 
news is that with this demo-tape, Mr. Stephan managed to achieve 
a record contract with the norwegian Tatra label. (ha ha to his 
old partner in music). Anyway, 3 lp's and 3 12" is what it will 
be. The first 12" will be out late in may. There will be 3 tracks 
on this 12", "Ashes to Ashes", "Dust to Dust", and one third 
track that has got no name yet. The only bad thing about this 
demo, is the sound. It was recorded in the bedroom, at an old 
4-track recorder so the result is awesome!! Feel free to write 
to Apoptygma Berzerk, Box 93, 1701 SARPSBORG, NORWAY. 
OOOOOOHHHHHH! ! ONLY FEW DEMOS LEFT!!! THIS WILL BE DELETED WHEN 
THE 12" COMES OUT, THIS MIGHT BE YOUR LAST CHANCE!!!!!! 

COLLOSEO - Colloseo (MC) 
Abomination Music Prod. (BODY 001) Points: 3.5 out of 5 

This is a band from Drammen in Norway, and they have released 
a tape on the Abomination tape label. The tape features 8 tracks, 
including the intro and 2 live tracks (?). They have been in a 
studio to record this tape, and the result is really good. 
There is just a few things that could have been better, as the 
vocals. The vocals is to low, and the singing man shouldn't have 
skipped that last lesson(only joking).Another thing is that the 
different tracks, isn't that different! They have used the same 
sound on most of the tracks, and it seems like they only have 
2 synths and a drum-machine. The songs are also very alike, but 
very smooth and melodic and it reminds me of something between 
Front 242 and Depeche Mode. This tape seems to me a little bit 
immature, but if they get a chance and some time, this will be 
some of the best on the norwegian scene. The tape is available 
at a price of 5£ or 8$ (P&P) included. Please, do order it so 
that you can sell it at a high price when they get famous. 
And they will if they keep up the good work. Write to: 
Colloseo Organization, Technoparty, Haugerudvn. 17, N-0674 
OSLO 6, NORWAY. 

IMPOSTOR - Still not satisfied? 
Infected Dick Inc. (IDI-90) MC - Points: 3 out of 5 

As far as I know, this is their 21 demo, and here are we talking 
pure hard-core. I'm not really a hard-core fan, but this sounds 
OK to me, and if you want this 5 track demo, please write to the 
actress belove. This is a 3 man band, and they have played for some 
years, and you can hear that on the tape. Not so good sound but 
good enough for my old rack stereo. Buy it and get a good hard
core demo!! Write to:Infected Dick Inc., Box 2027, 2601 LILLE
HAMMER, NORWAY. 



ANTLER SUBWAY RECORDS 
Release schedule dd. 28.03.91 

01.04.91 POFSIE NOIRE - "Marianne" AS 5039 lP/CD/MC 
Again a brand new album from Jo Casters & friends: musically to be situated between 

"WVE IS COLDER. •• " (AS 5006 LP/CD/MC) and "TOULOUSE" (AS 503812" /CDS), House 
Rhythms, strong vocals,good melodies, superb production by Jo Casters and Ludo Camberlin! 

29.04.91 n SIGN - "Burning Cells" AS 5047 12" /CDS 
Again Marc Verhaegben (The Klinik), this time together with DIE FORM! 

The OVERLORDS - "Organic?" AS 5030 LWCD 
Please note: this album has been delayed till september 1991. 

15.04.91 THE ARCH - "The Only Thing" AS 5048 7"/12"/CDM 
A brand new 3 track maxi in a brand new style, very danceable, unbelievable.M CDM carries several 

bonus tracks I Special radio remix on single! 

22.04.91 VOL1AGE CONTROL - "Antithesis Song" AS 5044 12" 
Second maxi of this Holland band as a follow up of their very successful 

"Force d'Inqnisition" (AS 5015) 

13.05.91 THE KLINIK - "States" AS 5052 LP/CD/MC 
Farewell compilation from a band that no longer exists! Marc and Dirk have decided to end their 

collaboration and concentrate on their respective solo-projects XIO, D. SIGN and DIVE. 

15.04.91 THE SERENES - Abiding Place (remix) lR 015-7 
~ track taken from their debut album "Barefoot and Pregnant" (IR 012 LP/CD) that was re-recorde<l 

especially for 7-inch purposes. Coupled with the previously unreleased "First Lark Of Spring" on 
the Bside. 

20.05.91 NEW WAVE - CWB CLASSICS I AS 5050 LP/CD/MC 
First compilation in a row of Clubs Classics from the "Eighties", featuring bands like Modem 
English, Executive Slacks, Alien Sex Fiend, Neon Judgement, Medium Medium, Fehlfarben, 

Bollock Brothers, etc. Most of the tracks appear for the first time on CD! 11 

06.05.91 THE BURTONS - Writing You lR 017 7" 
Second single of this Belgian based guitar band. Good popsongs. Strong melodies. 

May The OVERLORDS - Sundown AS 5051 7" /12" /CDS 
Super-dance-single taken from their upcoming album "Organic?" (out in septembei, in a remix 

from Di: Baker (a.o. KAOS) 

May CODE INDUSTRY - Structure AS 5053 MLP/CDM 
6 track mini album/CDM. Techno from Detroit/Chicago. Black is beautifuL 

Distribution 
PLAY IT AGAIN, SAM! 
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F0LGENDE TECHNOPAIITY-PRODUKTER ER PR 15.12.90 A OPPDRIVE: 

Tech noParty -- Agony Nr 242 - Ffllrsteutgaven 
Agony Nr 242 - Andreutgaven 
Agony Nr 242 -Tredjeutgaven 
Agony Nr 242 - Fjerdeutgaven 

AGONY - Soundmagazine 
TechnoProdukt 

Agony Nr 242 - A4-Format 
Agony Nr 2 - Med The Oscillators-kassett 

Live Aggression 
Abomination Music Production 

Agony Nr 2 - Andreutgaven 
Agony Nr 2 - Ny Forside 
Agony Nr 2 - A4-Format 
Agony Nr 3 - A4-Format 

Tech no Party 
Haugerudveien 17 

0674 OSLO 6 

Agony Nr 3 - Tandemutgave 
Agony Nr 4 - A4-Format 

Agony Nr 4 - Tandemutgave 
Agony Nr 5/6 - A4-Format 

Agony Nr 5/6 - Tandemutgave 

PANPOT MUSIC PRODUCTION 
PMPOOI-KA The Oscillators- sit 

ABOMINATION MUSIC PRODUCTION 
BODYOOI Colosseo - sit 20.01.91 
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ff +472 273 882 
BODY002 Dismembered Quietly - How To Torture A Ch1istian 

But There's More To Come ... 

Har DU lyst til a abonnere pa AGONY? 

Da har du sjansen NA! Ring eller skriv til 
TechnoParty i dag! 

SOM ABONNENT FAR DU: 

- Et blad i posten en gang i blant. 
- Ikke fullt sa mye hodepine. 
- Abonnentgodbiter. 
- Mindre penger. (Ikke fysisk, men ~konomisk!) 
- Ca 24 A4-sider pr. gang. 
- Sjelekval. 
- Og mye mer? 

FOR 100 -ETTHUNDRE- NORSKE KRONER FAR DU: 

- 5-6 blader i posten. 
- Ekstrautstyr gratis! 
- De f~rste utgavene av blekka, gratis! 

DU KAN BARE IKKE VENTE! RING/SKRIV !DAG! 

Abomination Music Production 
Haugerudveien 17 

0674 OSLO 6 
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MAY 

l.1...§A 
02 Boeton 
03 New York 
04 New York 
~ 
13 Bordeaux 
~ 
15 Madrid 
18 Valencia 
17 Murcia 
18 Barcelona 

~ 
21 ToulOUN 
18 Grenob'e 
SWIJZERLANP 
23 Zurich 
24 Lauaann• 
25 Gen•v• 
SWlMANY 
28 Stuttgart 
27 MUnchen 
CZECHQSLQVAKJA 
28 Praha 
~ 
30 StrHbourg 
.l!.El.lllill,l 
31 Bru1ael1 

FRONT 242-TOUR 1991 

Citi 
Ac•d•my Theeter 
Ac•d•my Th••t•r 

LeChatB/eu 

UniverNI 
Arena 
Umite c., • .,. (2 gig•) 

Sall• deaFlt•• 
LeSummum 

VolkM1au• 
Mod 
Sal/a dH FltH do ThOMX 

Forum {Ludvigburg) 
Zirku• Kro,,. 

JUNE 

.l!.El.lllill,l 
01 Bru1Nl1 Anclenn• s.lglqu• 
ws. (4 or 5 gig• are planned) 
03 (?) ... 
04 
05 
08 
07 
08 
011 
10 
11 
~ 
12 
13 
14 
15 

JULY 

~ 

(?) 
(?) 
(?) 
(?) 
(?) 
(?) 
(?) 
(?) 

LIii• 
Paria 
Lyon 
Nice 

01 (?) 
02 (?) 
03 (?) 
04 (?) 
05 (?) 
08 (?) 
07 (?) 

AUGUST 

l.1...§A 

La Rotond• 
Olympia 
L• TranM>Ordeur 
Theatre 0. Verdure 

(?) 
(?) 
(?) 

(?) - •• Detail• to be announced. 
[I] Wo don't HII tickoto. 
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NEXT ISSUE WILL FEATURE: "IN ABSENTIA SPECIAL", "SHAMEN SPECIAL", 
"APOPTYGMA BERZERK INTERVIEW", "YOUNG GODS SPECIAL", "VOMITO NEGRO 
INTERVIEW", "ELEGANT MACHINERY INTERVIEW", "CULTIVATED BIMBO INTER
VIEW", "ANDREJ NEBB INTERVIEW", "NORWEGIAN EBM SCENE SPECIAL", 
+++++ LOT'S OF PICTURES, TOURDATES, BAND AND RECORD COMPANY ADRESSES, 
EXCLUSIVE ARTWORK, NEWS, STUPID AND FOLISH IDEA'S AND LOT'S MORE!!!! 

PS! ALL INTERWIEVS ARE NOT CONFIRMED YET!!!!! 

!1£Dio- AvausT .. •• 
!STOKKEf:f: Pi!I 

a 
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